








PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE
Dear Students,
I trust this message finds you well and focused as we approach a significant juncture in your 
academic journey – the final exams. Your hard work, dedication, and resilience throughout this 
academic year have been commendable, and I am confident that you will approach these 

As you prepare for your finals, remember to take breaks, get enough rest, and maintain a 
healthy balance between study and relaxation. Believe in yourselves, trust your abilities, and .

On a different note, March 8th marks International Women's Day, a global celebration of the 
achievements and contributions of women throughout history. It is a day to recognize the 
strength, resilience and impact of women in various fields. This year's theme, "Breaking the 
Bias," emphasizes the importance of challenging stereotypes and promoting gender equality.

Remember that each one of you, 
regardless of gender, plays a vital 
role in creating a more inclusive and 
equitable society. Let us work 
together to break down stereotypes, 
support one another, and foster an 
environment where everyone has the 

Wishing you success in your upcoming 
exams and a joyous International 

exams with the same determination.

 remember that challenges are opportunities for growth.

opportunity to succeed.

Women's Day celebration!



LAUDABLE LAURELS :
School Achievements

Outstanding commitment to environmental 
stewardship in promoting sustainable 
practices



In pursuit of environmental excellence, the Waste to Wealth - 
Green Steps drive, attaining a notable feat by clinching the 
Guinness World Record for the most paper waste collected in a 
single day : Kudos to our partner and ideator, Blue Planet .

GUINNESS WORLD RECORD



LAUDABLE LAURELS  
STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS

AKSHAT PARASAR
CLASS XII

180
ALL INDIA RANK IN CLAT

865
ALL INDIA RANK IN CLAT

KRISH SEHRAWAT
CLASS XII



MIHIR SHARMA

HEARTIEST 
CONGRATULATIONS

98.2386 % IN THE

TO OUR FOUNDER BATCH STUDENT

for showcasing excellence with a stellar 

IIT JEE Mains examination 2023-24 

HEARTIEST 
CONGRATULATIONS

91.0900 % IN THE

SAMEER ANSARI
TO OUR FOUNDER BATCH STUDENT

for showcasing excellence with a stellar 

IIT JEE Mains examination 2023-24 

STUDENTS 
ACHIEVEMENTS



ADVIK BOSE
(CLASS: NURSERY LILY)

OUR MINDFUL AND INTELLECTUAL KID

Participated in National Level Interschool Rhyme Recitation & Coloring 
Competition, shown his vibrant talent and with his creative, has received 

appreciation from Heritage Foundation of Art and Culture.

STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS



STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS



SPOTLIGHTED EVENTS
EXPLORING SCIENCE 

The enriching National Science Day 
assembly unfolded at DIS Edge



AASHIRWAD CEREMONY

"A Symphony of Wisdom and Blessings: Citation and 
Aashirwad Ceremony 2024”



 CRMD (CURRICULUM ROADMAP DAY)

A Journey Unveiled: DIS Edge's Curriculum Road Map 
Day (Classes X & XII)



BASANT PANCHAMI CELEBRATION

shimmered with brilliance on the auspicious occasion of 
Basant Panchami



CELEBRATION

The Culinary Queens : 
the memories the dishes evoke :

 capturing these wonderful culinary moments



I'm Pooja Singh, the proud mother of Avyan 
Kumar. I crafted this delightful donut for 
my son after he indulged in watching the 
Peppa Pig cartoon. In response to his 
sweet request, I decided to whip up a donut 
for him, adding a touch of joy to his day.

Best,

POOJA SINGH

THE CULINARY 
QUEENS



Getting involved in the joy of celebration in the cold 
weather, our cute chefs have melted chocolates and 
sprinkled happiness for making their yummy dishes.

 JOY OF CELEBRATING 
HAPPINESS





MOTHER’S DAY CELEBRATION :
The Garden Glories : The green patches and the garden tendered lovingly 
with little helping hands!  

Plants play a vital role in sustaining life. They generously provide us with oxygen, an 
array of fruits, vegetables, and various essential resources. Contributing to the 
environment, they effectively remove carbon dioxide. It is imperative for us to actively 
cultivate more plants to ensure a fresh and clean environment. Wishing all women a 
Happy Women's Day as we appreciate their nurturing spirit in fostering a harmonious 
connection with nature.



NURTURING NATURE:
Young minds sow seeds of change in our school premises to save the 
environment



MOTHER’S DAY CELEBRATION :
The Whispering Wanderers the travelogue and the cherished 
tale from the travel diaries of young globe trotters !     

I fondly recall a memorable holiday trip to Jaipur. During our stay at a hotel 
with a charming swimming pool, I witnessed a surprising revelation - 
Sambhav's keen interest in swimming. Observing the way he confidently 
navigated the pool was a truly heartwarming experience for both my 
husband and me.

Though it might be too early to predict his future pursuits, this incident has 
inspired a decision within me. I am committed to supporting and standing by 
Sambhav in whatever he chooses to pursue in life.

Though it might be too early to predict his future pursuits, this incident has 
inspired a decision within me. I am committed to supporting and standing by 
Sambhav in whatever he chooses to pursue in life.

Warm regards,

Gunjan Tiwari



Embracing Women's Day with the delightful tradition of sharing travel tales 
with my son fills my heart with joy. Grateful for these cherished moments.

also had an absolute blast together!

Warm regards, 
Sakshi Sandlas 
Mother of Kiyaan

Class I-B

Our trip to Goa was an absolute delight! Exploring the vibrant beaches, 
immersing ourselves in the rich culture, and savoring delicious seafood 
made the experience truly memorable. The lively markets added a unique 
charm, and witnessing the serene sunset moments was pure bliss. Goa 
became a special place where we not only created wonderful memories but 



The excursion to the Rail Museum was a delightful educational experience for children. 
They marveled at the evolution of trains from steam locomotives to sleek modern ones.     

“THE JOURNEY THROUGH TIME”



The Soulful Socialites - The charity deeds that establish our ethos of 
compassion for all!

to my father.

 importance of sharing.

Sincerely,
Raksha
Mother of Shanaya Chaudhary
Class II - D

MOTHER’S DAY CELEBRATION :

I have a vivid memory from my second-grade days when a seemingly 
innocent pencil skirmish turned into a rather serious affair. It all started 
when my friend snatched my brand-new sharpener, and in retaliation, I 
accidentally jabbed him with a sharpened pencil, leading to a bleeding ear.

The situation took an unexpected turn when I found myself summoned to 
the principal's office for my "crime." To make matters worse, the school 
helper who witnessed all this, hailed from my locality. With her stern voice 
and raised eyebrows, she warned that she would unveil the entire incident.

In a state of panic, I pleaded and begged for forgiveness while envisioning 
the impending wrath of my father. For months, I lived in fear of Didi Ji's 
complaint, but surprisingly, she never followed through. This episode left an 
indelible mark on me, teaching me the virtues of patience and the 



The Zesty Zenjoy - Sorties of fitness where the young hearts hold the 
wellness flag high and set worthy examples!

health and happiness in our family.

Best Regards,
Anuja Mohan
Mother of Arya Verma (10A) and Nirosha Verma (4D)

MOTHER’S DAY CELEBRATION :

As a mother to Arya and Nirosha, maintaining a healthy and balanced 
lifestyle is paramount in our household. I focus on sustaining my well-being 
through a consistent fitness routine, incorporating activities like yoga and 
strength training into my daily schedule. Prioritizing nutritious meal 
planning and practicing mindful eating habits not only sustains our active 
lifestyle but also ensures I have the stamina to keep up with my dynamic 
children. The joy of including them in our fitness journey is beautifully 
captured in the attached picture. Through my commitment to fitness, I 
aspire to be a positive role model for Arya and Nirosha, instilling values of 



PHYSICAL FITNESS & YOGA



CREATIVE STROKES 



CREATIVE STROKES 
Book Written by Aradhya Joshi





 LEARNING EXPEDITIONS:

VISIT TO KIRAN NADAR MUSEUM OF ART

Educational Visit to IIT Delhi and Participation in the Annual Business and 
Startup Expo Event (2024)



COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
Sajhi Pehel Interact Club : A Blend of Learning with Societal Connect

CLASSROOM HIGHLIGHTS 
Robotics class, students made manual robot using mechanical kit in 20 minutes Class VI



STUDENTS OF CLASS 1,2 CREATED HOLI CARD IN 
MS PAINT USING SHAPES



PRE PRIMARY CLASS ACTIVITIES



OUR PROUD ASSOCIATIONS

STAY TUNED FOR THE NEXT ISSUE

THANK YOU!


